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Description

Model No

Details
Main features:
-Chair designed according to ergonomic human
engineering
-With comfortable mattress,PU cover,waterproof
-Cushion:PVC leather
-Frame:Q235 steel
-Adjustable by gas spring
-Four casters and two with brake

Dialysis Chair

Dialysis Chair

Dialysis Chair

Dialysis Chair with
weighing system

AC-BDC001

Specification:
-Seat segment width:600mm
-Chair width,including armrests:830mm
-Total weight:85kg
-Ground clearance:560mm
-Castor diameter:100mm
-Back cushion:190*490*120mm
-Back segment angle: -10°~80°
-Seat segment angle: 0°~30°
-Leg segment angle: -80°~10°
-Safe maximum load:200kg
packing size:166*83*69mm.GW:94kg,NW:84KG

AC-BDC002

Our dialysis chairs require very little effort to use. We've
designed the chair to work with a patient's body, not against it.
And your health care staff will appreciate our design as well.
Less stooping, easier access for cleaning and locking front
brakes are among the many features.
Functions of chair
1,Height is adjustable from 290mm
2,Back section is adjustable from -10°~80°
3,Knee section is adjustable from 10°~-80°
4,Size: 1880*830*1300-1680mm
5, can be a bed
6,Multiple position available
7,Three German motors or Darnmak Linak or TAIWAN LINKAN
hospital motors
8,loading capacity :250kg
9,PU standard for American CA117 or British BS5852 that is
resistant to blood, sweat, fire, urine, spit or scraping.
Optional accessories:
1. Instrument trays
2. Infusion stand
3. TV for MP3,MP4

AC-BDC003

Technical Specification:
1,Height is adjustable from 290mm
2,Back section is adjustable from -12°~75°
3,Knee section is adjustable from 12°~-80°
4,Size: 1900*880*560-820mm
5, can be a bed
6,Multiple position available
7,Three German motors or Denmark Linak or TAIWAN LINKAN
hospital motors
8,loading capacity :240kg
9,PU standard for American CA117 or British BS5852 that is
resistant to blood, sweat, fire, urine,
spit or scraping.
Optional accessories :
1. Instrument trays
2. Infusion stand
3. TV for MP3,MP4

AC-BDC004

Technical Specification:
1,Height is adjustable from 290mm
2,Back section is adjustable from -12°~75°
3,Knee section is adjustable from 12°~-80°
4,Size: 1900*880*560-820mm
5, can be a bed
6,Multiple position available
7,Three German motors or Denmark Linak or TAIWAN LINKAN
hospital motors
8,loading capacity :240kg
9,PU standard for American CA117 or British BS5852 that is
resistant to blood, sweat, fire, urine,
10，digital weigh system and CPR
spit or scraping.
Optional accessories :
1. Instrument trays
2. Infusion stand
3. TV for MP3,MP4

Dialysis Chair

Dialysis Chair

manual dialysis
chair

Electric dialysis
Chair

AC-BDC005

1. Descriptions
. ABS plastics molded to provide easy cleaning surfaces and
disinfection.
.Whole chair with steel frame provide strong bearing
capability, safe working load up to 240kg.
.High density（45D）polyurethane foam for mattress with
moderate elasticity and durability provides additional comfort
for patients having to sit for long periods.
.Soft upholstery makes of breathable PU material, which is
waterproof, fire retardant, corrosion, easily clean & disinfection.
.Three upholstery colors to choose from. Warm & light colors
of upholstery contribute to patient's mental well-being.
.The hand control and two motors allow for quick positioning
for any situations, including trendelenburg (or shock position)
with the push of one button.
.Multifunctional armrest provide in vertical adjustment from 0°·
90°，and horizontal adjustment from 0°-45°to make patient
comfort during procedures.
.Mute medical castors ofφ10cm with separate brake.
.The footrest can be adjusted according to the height of each
patient.
.The detachable headrest pillow can be adjusted according to
the height of each patient..
.An OPTIONAL back up battery pack is available in case of
power loss.
2. Saving space
Overall chair dimension: L 1900 mm x W 880 mm x H 560mm.
Smaller overall chair dimensions to save up to 40% of floor
space than a hospital bed and therefore allows better and more
functional use of space.
3. Multi-position adjustment
Multi-position adjustment possibilities by 2 LINAK motors offer

AC-BDC006

1.Descriptions
.Whole chair with steel frame provide strong bearing
capability, safe working load up to 180kg.
.High density (45D) polyurethane foam for mattress with
moderate elasticity and durability provides additional comfort
for patients having to sit for long periods.
.Soft upholstery makes of breathable PU material, which is
waterproof, fire retardant, corrosion, easily clean & disinfection.
.Four upholstery colors to choose from. Warm & light colors of
upholstery contribute to patient's mental well-being.
.The hand control and three motors allow for quick positioning
for any situations, including trendelenburg (or shock position)
with the push of one button.
.Mute medical castors of diameter 12.5cm with central brake.
.The detachable headrest pillow can be adjusted according to
the height of each patient.
.The collapsible aluminium guardrails is easy operated with
one button.
. Weighing range 0~180kg.
2.Saving space
Overall Dialysis bed dimension: L 1900 mm x W800 mm x H
560~820mm. Smaller overall bed dimensions to save up to
30% of floor space.
3. Multi-position adjustment
Multiple independent adjustment possibilities by 3 LINAK
motors offer maximum patient comfort and reduction in staff
work load.

AC-BDC007

Specification:
-Seat segment width:600mm
-Chair width,including armrests:830mm
-Total weight:85kg
-Ground clearance:560mm
-Castor diameter:100mm
-Back cushion:190*490*120mm
-Back segment angle: -10°~80°
-Seat segment angle: 0°~30°
-Leg segment angle: -80°~10°
-Safe maximum load:200kg
L200cm*W82cm*H67cm
GW:120KG/SET
NW:85KG/SET
20' GP：21 Units
40' GP: 42 Units
40' HQ: 56 Units

AC-BDC008

Technical Specification:
Overall length :L 1880mm x W 600mm x H 530 mm
Seat widthL 600mm
Seat to floor height: 530mm
Backrest adjustment: 0-75 degree
Legrest adjustment: -80-0 degree
Size of castors : 4*Ф10cm swivel castors with separate brakes
Cushion: PU leather
Weight of chair : 85KG
Safe maximun load: 200KG
Motors:2 Linak Motors
Power Supply: Ac 110-240V 50/60Hz
Plug: as required (Hospital grade)
Standard Accessories: Table or Tray ,I.V pole
Colour: optional Green, Blue, Brown Champagne Gold
L200cm*W82cm*H67cm
GW:120KG/SET
NW:85KG/SET
20' GP：21 Units
40' GP: 42 Units
40' HQ: 56 Units

Electric dialysis
chair

Electric dialysis
chair with weighing
system

Blood Donation
Chair

Electric Blood
Donor Chair

AC-BDC009

Technical Data:
Overall length: 2090mm
Seat width: 600 mm（including armrest 900mm）
Height Adjustment: 620 ~ 850 mm±100mm
Backrest adjustment: -12°~ 80°
Legrest adjustment: -80°~ 12°
Trendelenburg position: -12°
Safe Maximum Load: 240kg
Castor: 4xφ12.5cm swivel castors with central brake
Pillow: 390*220*100mm
Cushion Sponge+PU leather
Motors: 4 Dewall motors
Frame: Q235 Steel
Power Supply: Ac110~240V 50/60Hz
Plug as required (hospital grade)
Standard Accessories: Table , I.V.pole
Color Optional Green, Blue, Brown, Ivory
Working environment Temperature: -20℃ ~ 60℃
Relative humidity: 10% ~ 85%
L197cm*W78cm*H67cm
GW:135KG/Unit NW:90KG/Unit
20' GP：21 Units 40' GP: 42 Units 40' HQ: 56 Units

AC-BDC010

Technical Data:
With weighing system
Overall length: 2090mm
Seat width: 600 mm（including armrest 900mm）
Height Adjustment: 620 ~ 850 mm±100mm
Backrest adjustment: -12°~ 80°
Legrest adjustment: -80°~ 12°
Trendelenburg position: -12°
Safe Maximum Load: 240kg
Castor: 4xφ12.5cm swivel castors with central brake
Pillow: 390*220*100mm
Cushion Sponge+PU leather
Motors: 4 Dewall motors
Frame: Q235 Steel
Power Supply: Ac110~240V 50/60Hz
Plug as required (hospital grade)
Standard Accessories: Table , I.V.pole
Color Optional Green, Blue, Brown, Ivory
Working environment Temperature: -20℃ ~ 60℃
Relative humidity: 10% ~ 85%
L197cm*W78cm*H67cm
GW:135KG/Unit NW:90KG/Unit
20' GP：21 Units 40' GP: 42 Units 40' HQ: 56 Units

AC-BDC011

Product Specifications
Blood Donation Chair
1.three LINAK motors
2. Seamless cushion
3.CE & ISO approved.
Technical Parameters
Chair dimension: 1700mm (curve length) x 560mm
Height: 570mm (min.) --- 830 mm (max.)
Head section turn: -15°--- 25°
Back section lift: 0 --- 80°
Leg section turn: 0 --- -90°
Arm board swing out: 0 --- 45°
Arm board height adjustment: 100mm
Arm board slide: 100mm
Arm board declining angle adjustment: -15°--- 10°
Arm board dimension: 450×160 mm
Trend and reverse trend: 0 --- 12°
Arm board concave radian: R108
We are professional manufacturer for blood donation
chair, This blood donor chair is the latest products of our
company, which equipped with 3 LINAK motors, The 1st
motor is mainly for up and down movement, the second
motor is for back section turning, and the third motor is
for leg section movement.
Packaging Details:
Packing Size: 1240*700*825(mm)
Package G.W. 170kg N.W. 130kg
26 units in 20 feet container
54 units in 40 feet container

AC-BDC012

Product Specifications
Blood Donation Chiar
1. 3 Danish motors
2. Seam less mattress prevent blood permeate
3. All movements by hand control.
4. Three sections of chair mattress.
5. Leg section and back section moved together.
6. Arm rest adjustable for various angle.
Technical Parameters
Chair dimension: 1700mm (curve length) x 560mm
Height: 510mm (min.) ---800mm (max.) Electric
Back section lift: 25°~80°Electric
Trend and reverse trend: 0°~ 12°Electric
Leg section turn: -30°~ 90°Electric
Arm board swing out: 0 ~45°Manual(Mechanical)
Arm board height adjustment: 100mm
Manual(Mechanical)
Arm board slide: 100mm Manual(Mechanical)
Arm board declining angle adjustment: -15°~10°
Manual(Mechanical)
Arm board dimension: 450×160 mm
We are professional manufacturer for blood donation
chair, This blood donor chair is the latest products of our
company, which equipped with 3 LINAK motors, The 1st
motor is mainly for up and down movement, the second
motor is for back section turning, and the third motor is
for leg section movement.

Blood Donation
Chair Operation

AC-BDC013

Product Specifications
Blood Donor Chair
1. Headboard manual adjust 2. Multi-adjust for arm rest
3. Seamless cushion
Technical Parameters
Chair dimension: 1970mm (curve length) x 560mm
Back section lift: 25°to 55°
Head section turn: -15°to 25°
Arm board swing out: 0 to 45°
Arm board height adjustment: 100mm
Arm board slide: 100mm
Arm board declining angle adjustment: -15°10°
Arm board dimension: 450×160 mm
Leg section turn: -5°to -90°
Center of gravity move forward at bed position: 190mm
Seat section angle: 10°to -20°
Arm board concave radian: R108
General Description:
This blood donation chair is the latest products of our
company. They are especially for the comfort of the
blood-donor in the blood center, blood collection bus and
hospitals
It adopts imported dynamic system, i.e., the linear motor.
It has many functions like up/down movements, back
section turn, and leg section turn. It also applies to
various posture of stretch out lying, seated and half lying
during blood collecting.
The up/down function of the chair can increase or
decrease the blood pressure during blood collection, that
make the procedure smoothly taken on. The surface of

Blood Donation
Chair

Blood Donation
Chair

Vehicle-Mounted
Blood Donation
Chair

AC-BDC014

Product Specifications
Blood Donation Chair
1. Simple structure
2. Electric movement for back and leg together
3. Seamless cushion
4.We can provide LCD holder(optional)
This blood donation chair has a Chinese motor for leg
section and back section movement. Seamless cushion
is easy for the cleaning.
Technical Parameters
Chair dimension: 1970 mm (curve length) x 560mm
Head section turn: -15°to 25°
Back section lift: 20°to 55°
(Back section can be adjust to level by manual)
Arm board swing out: 0 to 45°
Arm board height adjustment: 100mm
Arm board slide: 100mm
Arm board declining angle adjustment: -15°to 10°
Arm board dimension: 450×160 mm
Leg section turn: -5°to -90°
Center of gravity move forward at bed position: 190 mm
Optional Accessory
Multimedia
Packaging Details:
Packing Size: 120*78*106.5(cm)
G.W. 112kg N.W. 62kg
22 units for 20 feet container
48 units for 40 feet container

AC-BDC015

Product Specification:
Blood Donation Chair
1. It is simple structure 2. Seamless cushion can prevent
blood permeating
3. Knockdown structure 4. 3 LINAK motors
5.With
DVD optional
Technical Parameters
Main technical parameters:
1) Size of table deck: 1,800mm x 580mm
2) Height of table deck: min 615mm, max 1,020mm
3) Back section lift: 20o~70o 4) Head section turn: 0o~ 60o
5) Arm board swing out:0o~45o 6) Arm board slide:
100mm
7) Arm board declining angle adjustment:-15o~10o
8) Arm board dimension : 450mm x 160mm 9) Arm
board concave redian: R108
Optional accessories ：Multimedia
General Description:
1.This blood donation chair is the latest products of our
company. They are especially made for the comfort of
the blood -donor in the blood collection stations,
hospitals and other medical agencies.
2. It adopts imported dynamic system, the straight-line
puncher system. It has many functions like the
ascending/descending of the overall chair, the backboard
turning and the leg board turning, It also applies to
various postures of stretch out lying, seated and half
lying during blood collecting.
3. The integral elevation function of the chair can

AC-BDC016

Product Specifications:
Vehicle-Mounted Blood Donation Chair
1.One motor control back section
2.Seamless cushion
Technical Parameters
Chair dimension: 1240mm (curve length) ×560mm
Height480mm
Back section lift: 60°~78°
Arm board swing out: 0~45°
Arm board height adjustment: 100mm
Arm board slide: 100mm
Arm board declining angle adjustment: -15°~10°
Arm board dimension: 450mm×160mm
Arm board concave radian: R108

Blood Drawing
Chair

Manual Blood
Donor Chair

Blood Donation
Chair

AC-BDC017

General Description
 This blood donor chair is the latest products of our
company, it is equipped with 4 LINAK motors.
 Seamless mattress prevent blood permeate.
 Head low position for emergency rescue.
 Leg support telescopes the length of leg part.
 Arm rest adjustable for various angles.
Technical Parameters
Chair dimension: 1700mm (curve length) x 560mm
Height: 570mm (min.) ---830mm (max.) Electric
Head section turn: -15°~25°Manual(Gas Spring)
Back section lift: -5°~70°Electric
Leg section turn: -65°~ 5°Electric
Foot support telescopic: 100mm Electric
Foot support turn: 0 ~90°Manual(By hand)
Fixed angle of seat section: 5°
Arm board swing out: 0 ~45°Manual(Mechanical)
Arm board height adjustment: 100mm
Manual(Mechanical)
Arm board slide: 100mm Manual(Mechanical)
Arm board declining angle adjustment: -15°~10°
Manual(Mechanical)
Arm board dimension: 450×160 mm
Packing Dimension:
Packing Size:142*74*42cm
G.W. 66 kg N.W. 50.5 kg
60 units for 20 feet container
120 units for 40 feet container

AC-BDC018

Product Specification:
Manual blood donor chair
1. Seamless cushion
2. PU leather
3. Engineering plastic cover
Technical Parameters
Chair dimension: 1770mm (curve length) x 560mm
Back section lift: 30°-60°
Arm board swing out: 0-45°
Arm board declining angle adjustment: 0-8°
Leg section turn: -5°-90°
Center of gravity move forward at bed position: 190mm
Manual blood donor chair are the latest products of our
company. They are especially for the comfort of the
blood-donor in the blood center, blood collection bus and
hospitals. It is manual operation, has two layer arm rest.
Back section and leg section adjust by gas spring.
Packaging Dimension:
Packing Size: 103*85*90(cm)
G.W. 123kg N.W. 53kg

AC-BDC019

Product Specification:
This model is manual adjust chair, it is with nice
appearance and good quality. Seamless cushion can
prevent blood permeating, knockdown structure save the
transport volume. The back section and leg section
moved together adjusted by gas spring.
Technical parameters:
Chair dimension: 1650mm (curve length) x 560mm
Height: 495mm
Back section lift: 0 to 70°
Arm board swing out: 0 to 45°
Arm board height adjustment: 100mm
Leg section turn: 0 to -60°
(Leg section and back section work as one unite)
Arm board dimension: 450×160 mm
Packaging Details:
Packing Size: 142*74*42cm
G.W. 66 kg N.W. 50.5 kg
60 units for 20 feet container
120 units for 40 feet container

